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get the better of provincialisins and local dialects. Between

these dialects, which may be regarded as so many
I
incipient

languages,' the competition is always keenest when they are

most nearly allied, and the extinction of any one of them

destroys some of the links by which a dominant tongue may
have been previously connecteddwiti1 some other widely distinct

One. It is by the perpetual loss of such intermediate forms

of speech that. the great dissimilarity of the languages which

survive is brought about. Thus, if Dutch should become a

dead language, English and German would be separated by

a wider gap.

Some languages which are spoken by millions, and spread

over a wide area, will endure much longer than others winch

have never had a wide range, especially if the tendency to

incessant change in one of these (103-16 11,111-b tongues is arrested

for a time by a standard literature. But even this source of

stability is insecure, for popular writers themselves are great

innovators, sometimes coning new words, and still oft.eiier

new expressions and idioms, to embody their own original

conceptions and sentiments, or some peculiar modes of

thonght and feeiiuv characteristic of their a'e. Even when

a language is regarded with superstitious veneration u.s the

vehicle of divine truths and religious precepts, and which 1.1-LIS

prevailed for many generations, it will he incapable of per-

manently maintaining its ground. Hebrew Lad ceased to uc

a living language before the Christian era.. Sanscrit, the

sacred language 01 the 1 [indoos, sliarc(l the same fite, in

spite of the veneration in which the Vedas are still held, and

in spite of many a Sansurit pe1iu )lice op1ul1 r and mia it nal.

The Christians of (1oimst.antiuople and the i\lorea still Lear

the NdW
r Lni it and their liturgy read in ancient C reek,

while ti wv speak a d jul cet in wi i di Paul ii tigi mt have med

in vain at Athens. So in the Roman Ca liuhic Church, the

italians lr in one tongue and talk another. Luther's trans-
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